I will be asked to meet with the British Chiefs of Staff tomorrow on the final question of ANVIL. I have been giving constant thought to this subject together with the Staff and several Commanders during the past month. While I have no recent appreciation from General WILSON, yet I intend to present the following based on our own careful study and earnest conviction.

"To the Secretary, British Chiefs of Staff.

1. At the Conference on February 23rd, it was recommended and agreed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff that the decision with respect to operation ANVIL would be made on or about March 20.

2. It is now the firm opinion of the Supreme Commander that ANVIL, as originally visualized, is no longer a possibility, either from the standpoint of time in which to make the necessary preparations, or in probable availability of fresh and effective troops at the required date.

3. Accordingly, the Supreme Commander desires to bring to the attention of the Combined Chiefs of Staff the fact that during the past month detailed planning confirms that the landing ships and craft at present allocated to OVERLORD are barely sufficient to carry out the operation, even assuming the ships and craft arrive at planned dates, thereafter suffer no losses through enemy or other action, and the planned serviceability percentages are attained. The present allocation allows no margin of any sort, and, indeed, in the case of LSTs, is four short of the minimum on which we have been planning. Moreover, it entails an undesirable rigidity of tactical plan.

4. This fact has been constantly realized, and the Supreme Commander has been willing to accept the situation only so long as he felt reasonably sure of a strong and simultaneous ANVIL. With cancellation of a simultaneous ANVIL he considers it essential to strengthen OVERLORD and also to increase the flexibility of the buildup during the early critical days. *Our present loading schedule utilizes all allocated LSTs on the first three tides, and since the average LST turn-around is three days, we will have no LSTs reaching the beaches after the morning of D plus 1 until the morning of D plus 2.*

5. The Supreme Commander, accordingly, is of the opinion that all serviceable landing ships and craft presently allocated to the Mediterranean and above those necessary to furnish ship to shore lift for one division should be reallocated to OVERLORD.

* Original cable was corrected by Top Secret Cable Ref. No. S 50009 to read as indicated.
6. Although convinced that ANVIL as at present conceived is no longer possible, the Supreme Commander feels that the abandonment of this project must not lessen our intention of operating offensively in the MEDITERRANEAN, initially in ITALY and extending from there into FRANCE as rapidly as we can. He believes that the forces in the MEDITERRANEAN must constantly look for every expedient, including thrust and feint, to contain the maximum possible enemy forces in that region.

7. The Supreme Commander accordingly recommends:

a. That the decision be made to abandon ANVIL in its present conception of a two division assault building up to ten divisions, and that a directive for operations in lieu thereof, similar to the attached, be transmitted to the Supreme Allied Commander in the Mediterranean Theater.

b. That there be withdrawn from the MEDITERRANEAN the following craft and ships for re-allocation to operation OVERLORD: 26 LST, 40 LCI(L), 1 LSH (the BULOLO), 1 LSE, 1 LSB. The above ships and craft to arrive in the U. K. by 30 April."

Following is directive referred to in paragraph 7a. SSHAES/17101/CP. Proposed Directive from the Combined Chiefs of Staff to Supreme Allied Commander, Mediterranean Theater.

GENERAL

1. The Combined Chiefs of Staff have previously directed that the Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary Force, shall coordinate operations from the Mediterranean Theater designed to assist OVERLORD.

OBJECT

2. To give the greatest possible assistance to OVERLORD by containing the maximum enemy forces away from the OVERLORD lodgement area.

METHOD

3. The highest possible tempo of offensive action must be maintained. Your plans will include the mounting of a positive threat against the SOUTH of FRANCE or the LIGURIAN COAST with provisions for taking immediate advantage of RANKIN conditions should they occur.

TIMING OF A THREAT

4. The positive threat should be fully developed by OVERLORD D-5 and fully maintained for as long as possible after D Day. The process of building up the threat should not start before D-31.

COMMAND AND CONTROL RANKIN

5. Subject to general direction by Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary Force, you will continue to exercise operational control over your forces after landing until Supreme Commander, Allied Expeditionary Force, can assume this responsibility.

6. You should recommend an area in which you wish to assume operational, administrative and civil affairs responsibility in the SHAPE sphere.

7. You should make recommendations if you wish the area of your responsibility for SOE/SD responsibilities altered.

8. On receipt of your recommendations referred to in paragraphs 6 and 7 preceding, instructions in respect to SHAPE coordination of operational, administrative, civil affairs and SOE/SD matters will be transmitted to you.
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I. U.S. CHIEFS OF STAFF PROPOSALS ON MEDITERRANEAN OPERATIONS (COSW 1220)

The Committee had before them for consideration a recent signal which had been received from the U.S. Chiefs of Staff (COSW 1220), containing proposals relative to future operations in the Mediterranean in support of OVERLORD.

With reference to these proposals General EISENHOWER said that the main question was whether or not it was possible to launch ANVIL on the new target date, July 10th, and at the same time keep up pressure in Italy. He believed the Germans would continue to maintain strong forces in Italy for the purpose of holding Rome. After a brief summary of the contents of the message he said that the U.S. Chiefs of Staff are so concerned in keeping ANVIL alive that they were prepared to withdraw certain landing craft now scheduled for Pacific operations.

Sir Alan BROOKE, after commenting on the proposals said that he was not entirely clear as to the meaning of paragraph 3 (a) of the text, which provided that after joining the bridgehead with the main line "we should then consolidate this line and maintain pressure to contain the maximum number of German divisions." To maintain pressure you have to attack with sufficient forces, and this, he said, is quite different from consolidation, which means going on the defensive. He felt that from a military point of view there was an inconsistency in consolidating the line and at the same time attempting to maintain pressure.

His principle objection to the proposals related to the conditional assurances, contained in paragraph 4, which he characterised as the "pointing of a pistol". With regard to these assurances he said he was not prepared to accept firm commitments at this time regarding the precise location of a diversionary attack to be made four months hence.
Sir Alan BROCKE then drew attention to the point that if our basic strategy, which was to defeat Germany first, had been adhered to, the landing craft required for 
ANVIL would now be available and they would not be in the Pacific, as was the case. He considered that the failure to adhere strictly to the basic strategy had already resulted in a set-back of approximately six months in the defeat of Germany. Furthermore, he said the lack of sufficient landing craft and other resources in the Mediterranean resulted in our failure to take full advantage of the fall of Italy.

General EISENHOWER realized that he had been pleading for the past two years the transcending importance of whipping Germany first. He considered that in view of the opposing factors General MARSHALL had gone a long way in finally obtaining agreement for allocation of certain Pacific resources for use in the Mediterranean operations. He drew attention to the fact that public opinion in the United States, as regards the Pacific war, had to be reckoned with. He pointed out that only recently certain members of Congress had initiated proposals for an immediate all-out Pacific offensive and allocation of sufficient U.S. resources in support thereof.

Sir Charles Portal took the view that we should welcome the offer of additional resources for operations in support of OVERLORD. He did not feel that it was necessary at this time to enter into controversial discussions regarding the proposed strategy to be followed in the employment of these resources. He suggested that in reply to the subject signal, we should point out that between now and July 10th there may arise an opportunity of employing these forces elsewhere to a far greater advantage than now envisioned in the proposed ANVIL operation.

General EISENHOWER emphasized the fact that our main objective is to contain and defeat the greatest possible number of German divisions in the Mediterranean theater. It appeared to him that the main issue centered around the question as to which approach would accomplish this objective - ANVIL, as against an offensive for the capture of Rome. The capture of Rome, in his opinion, was not an unmitigated blessing, though he realized the political implications arising out of continued German occupation. What we are aiming to do is to contain and defeat the greatest possible German forces in the Mediterranean.

Sir Alan BROCKE agreed that our major objective in the Mediterranean was to divert the greatest possible number of German forces from OVERLORD. He thought that an offensive for the capture of Rome was the best method of containing the maximum number of German forces. It was pointed out that our strength in the Mediterranean at the present time, was in the decline, due, among other things, to the necessity of camouflaging certain divisions. He said that in order to launch an effective ANVIL it would require at least ten divisions and this would result in dividing our forces in the Mediterranean. The consequence of this would be that both forces would have to remain on the defensive.

General EISENHOWER indicated that inasmuch as there was general agreement as to the main objective he did not envision any difficulty in framing a reply which would be acceptable to both the British and U.S. Chiefs of Staff. The main concern of the U.S. Chiefs of Staff, he said, was that they wanted assurances that preparations for a delayed ANVIL would be vigorously pressed with the intention of mounting the operation in support of OVERLORD. He said the Chiefs of Staff were more concerned about preparing for an ANVIL operation and they were not, in his opinion, firm as to the exact geographical point of attack. The point of attack would depend on assembling the most favorable conditions which would accomplish the major objective.
General SMITH said that he had participated in the Planners' discussion of the subject matter. He pointed out that ANVIL was generally viewed, not as a Second Front, but as an operation in support of OVERLORD. This diversion, he said, would take the pressure off OVERLORD. If we accept the proposed allocation of additional landing craft, it would be possible to launch a two divisional assault with French troops. He estimated that there are sufficient French divisions in the Mediterranean to continue the follow-up until the middle of August, by which time OVERLORD should be firmly established. An American division could be added to lend support. The net result would be that by taking full advantage of utilizing all available French forces for the ANVIL operation, it would be possible to achieve an effective diversionary assistance to OVERLORD and at the same time other forces available for the MEDITERRANEAN could be employed to maintain a strong position in Italy.

Sir Alan BROCKE, referring to paragraph 4 of the text of the subject signal, said that he was not prepared to give firm assurances or accept a commitment at this time for operations to be conducted 4 to 5 months hence. He said that it was not militarily sound to run a war on a lawyer's agreement by making commitments ahead of time, thereby losing the necessary and desired flexibility to meet the ever changing conditions and circumstances.

General EISENHOWER said that it was quite natural that we could not at this time foresee what the conditions would be in the future. With regard to the most advantageous area of launching a diversionary attack in the Mediterranean, it may be possible, he said, that in July the Germans may be deploying large forces in the Rome area, and if that were the case, it might be advisable to direct an amphibious operation toward northern Italy rather than the south coast of France.

General SMITH, in referring to the text of the subject signal, said that what the Chiefs of Staff had in mind when they proposed to consolidate the line in Italy and maintain pressure to contain the maximum number of German divisions was the establishment of a line from which we could not be driven back.

Sir Charles FOCART, after reading a suggested draft, said that operations for the capture of Rome should be conducted if it proved to be the best possible way to contain the maximum number of German forces.

General EISENHOWER suggested that we ought to present the problem in three steps. First, no operation would be conducted in the Mediterranean which would be contrary to General WILSON's directive to contain the maximum number of German forces. Secondly, there must be sufficient lift in the Mediterranean by July 10th. Thirdly, that in accomplishing the objective the best possible place to strike would be determined at a later date. He explained that in other communications General MARSHALL had expressed the view that "some operation in the nature of ANVIL" should be conducted. He did not consider that General MARSHALL had crystallized the exact geographical location for this operation.

General EISENHOWER said that in any event we must reserve the right to determine the best place to attack at the time. We should make it known to the U. S. Chiefs of Staff that we cannot, at this time, say whether or not in the future an attack on the Toulon area will or will not be the best place to strike.

General SMITH said that what we would like to do is to hold every division now in southern France.

Sir Alan BROCKE said that we ought to at least have 10 divisions to contain the German forces now in southern France. He reiterated his convictions regarding the undesirability of present commitments relative to establishing a precise geographical location for an attack in the future. With regard to this, he pointed out that on other occasions he had subsequently been confronted with previous commitments which entailed considerable argument.
General SMITH suggested we might reap the fruits of the additional landing craft at the expense of facing arguments in the future.

General EISENHOWER emphasized the fact that there was no question in his mind that a two divisional assault in July would contribute substantially to the success of OVERLORD.

Sir Andrew CUNNINGHAM inquired as to whether or not it would be in harmony with the U.S. Chiefs of Staff's proposals, if the Supreme Commander, at a later date, should recommend that the capture of Rome was the best means of containing the maximum number of German forces. He wondered whether or not that would constitute the breaking of our engagements.

General SMITH said that it was only his guess, but he thought the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff would consider it a breach of commitment if an attack were made south of Pisa. However, on the other hand, if the attack were to the north, it might not be considered as such.

General EISENHOWER believed that a reply could be framed in such a manner as to harmonize the views of the respective Chiefs of Staff. He suggested that we should point out that it would be for the Combined Chiefs of Staff to determine at the time which was the most advantageous area for attack.

Air Chief Marshal TRENBER inquired as to whether or not the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in submitting these proposals, had in mind the opening of a "fresh front".

General SMITH said that in his conversations with General HANDY, he had received the impression that the U.S. Chiefs of Staff had envisioned the operation as a direct assistance to OVERLORD and that they did not consider it as an opening of a new front. It was their view that if ANVIL was not conducted, there would be serious regrets at a later date. General HANDY had expressed the view that it was desirable to employ French divisions now in the Mediterranean.

General SMITH said that if the responsibility of a decision rested in his hands, he would employ, under the command of General GIRAUD, all French divisions, together with possibly one American division. He would provide the necessary landing craft and air support. He considered that such an operation in the Mediterranean, utilizing French forces, would constitute a diversion fully equal to that of ANVIL.

Sir Alan BROOKE said that on the basis of the discussions on the subject matter, it would be possible to prepare a carefully worded answer to the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff's proposals.

General EISENHOWER said that he would communicate with General MARSHALL and explain to him in detail the expression of the views which resulted from this conference. He was confident that an understanding could be reached.

After further discussion, the COMMITTEE took note that:

(a) The British Chiefs of Staff would prepare a reply to GG(US) L229.

(b) The Supreme Commander would communicate with General MARSHALL and inform him in detail of views expressed during the course of this meeting.
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REF: Y/our S-50068, 27 March.
APGH MEDCOS 76, 28 March.

British Chiefs of Staff replied to the U.S. proposal regarding ANVIL and OVERLORD substantially as reported by you as their views in your S-50068. The U.S. Chiefs of Staff have now dispatched their reply which is summarized below:

It points out that we cannot accept a diversion of landing craft from the Pacific operations unless it is the firm intention of the Combined Chiefs of Staff now to mount ANVIL on a 2-division basis, target date, 10 July, in time to support OVERLORD. We state that we are firm in our conviction that a decision must be taken to launch ANVIL on a specific date. Such a decision and preparations for the operation in no way preclude changing our plans should an undeniably better course of action be indicated by changing circumstances. In our opinion, the proposal of the British Chiefs of Staff that we postpone the issuance of a directive to General WILSON to proceed all-out along the line of a specific course of action amounts to admitting that the decision as to what happens next in the MEDITERRANEAN will continue to rest with the Germans. It is our conviction that we should adopt a plan which will reverse this situation so that the decision as to our course of action will rest with us. Further, we are convinced that if we launch an offensive to relieve the bridgehead at the earliest possible moment, thereafter maintain pressure to contain the maximum number of German divisions in ITALY, develop a positive amphibious threat against the MEDITERRANEAN coast of FRANCE at the time of OVERLORD, and are prepared to launch an ANVIL by 10 July, we will have placed ourselves in the best position to divert the maximum forces from OVERLORD no matter what the Germans may do in the MEDITERRANEAN. We point out that it is perhaps not clear to the British Chiefs of Staff that the decision as to the action on movement of U. S. troops and supplies is now being held up pending a decision on ANVIL. We cannot afford to provide resources sufficient to support OVERLORD and, at the same time, to reinforce the MEDITERRANEAN when there exists no firm decision and clear-cut plan for operations in the MEDITERRANEAN.

Our view is that there should be no delay in providing the Allied Commander-in-Chief, MEDITERRANEAN, with a firm directive. We state that we are not satisfied with ALEXANDER’s estimate reported by WILSON in MEDCOS 76 that an operation to unite the main front and the bridgehead cannot be launched until 14 May. We are not satisfied that there is a necessity in the long delay before launching the attack and we state that in our opinion, General ALEXANDER’S estimate may have been colored by his plans for subsequent operations in ITALY pursuant to the existing directive. The situation in the MEDITERRANEAN at present indicates that existing directives no longer fit the situation and that the new directive is urgently required. We have proposed that the message to you and the Allied Commander-in-Chief, MEDITERRANEAN, formerly proposed by the U.S. Chiefs of Staff, be dispatched at once. In this directive, the three U.S. fighter groups remain in the MEDITERRANEAN and we have allowed for the British Chiefs of Staff to make adjustments in the matter of total LST’s withdrawn from the MEDITERRANEAN to support OVERLORD.
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